Job Opportunities at Salahaddin
University – Hawler
Kurdistan Region
Federal Republic of Iraq
The University of Salahaddin – Hawler in Erbil city, Capital of Iraqi
KurdistanRegion, wants to hire a number of qualified professors in the following
fields to teach at the College of Fine Arts / Salahaddin University– Hawler:
1- Music
2- Cinema
3- Theatre
4- Designing
5- Technical Staff (for different specializations)
Requirements:
1- Resume (CV)
2- Photo (No.3)
3- Copies of your certificates, passport, any other relevant documents.
4- Must be able to work and live in Iraq-Kurdistan Region and take the Region's
social, political and economic peculiarities into consideration.
5- The applicants must hold a Master Degree or Doctorate Degree in the above
required fields.
Deadline for Application:
All the relevant documents must be received by Jan.30, 2006.
Job Conditions:
1- The Regional Government in Iraqi Kurdistan does not tax its middle class citizens.
Therefore, the salary or any other benefits you may get there are not taxed.
2- The University of Salahaddin will provide you with full accommodation.
3- There are no health insurance companies in Kurdistan because health care is
affordable.
4- Iraqi Kurdistan Region, especially Erbil city, boasts a foreigner friendly
atmosphere. The Kurds have an open society that has a lot of respect for foreigners in
general.
5- The monthly salary will be between 600-1000 USD (depending on the applicants'
qualifications) Erbil city is relatively cheap to live in .If you are alone, you might

spend 200-300 USD per month.
Flying to Kurdistan
Iraqi Kurdistan Region is much like a country inside a country. It has an ambitious
Regional Government that has embarked on hundreds of developed and constructed
projects in the Region. Iraqi Kurdistan Region has its own professional security
forces, army and government institutions that don't follow Baghdad.
You can fly to Kurdistan-Erbil via the following ways:
1- Direct fly from Frankfort to Erbil.
2- Direct fly from London to Erbil.
3- Direct fly from Stockholm to Erbil.
4- Direct fly from Jordan-Amman to Erbil.
5- Direct fly from Turkey to Erbil.
6- Direct fly from United Arab of Emirates to Erbil.
7- Direct fly from Lebanon to Erbil.
Note: The University of Salahaddin will not pay your flight tickets.
Please write (Applying for post at College of Fine Arts –UOS) in the subject line
while applying for these job opportunities.

För mer info kontakta swera - Svensk Flyktinghjälp/Hugo Rickberg
Titta också in på;
http://www.swera.se/atervandring/1.7.html
där ni kan läsa mer om kursen "Starta eget i KRG/Södra Kurdistan"!

Mvh,

Hugo Rickberg
Svensk Flyktinghjälp - swera
Området Frivillig Återvandring

